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Introduction

We LISTEN to our
clients, THINK on their
behalf and help guide
them on difficult decisions.
We help steer companies
towards GROWTH. Our
domain is ASIA.

Dear Valued Clients and Associates,
This quarter, we have the privilege to interview the leadership
from one of Asia’s Top Inﬂuential Brands in Singapore, Mr Ng
Whye Hoe from Pet Lovers Centre Pte Ltd. To date, it is the
largest pet chain store within Singapore and Malaysia. Let us
ﬁnd out how they overcame adversity and rapidly grew their
brand over time.
Since July 11, the Singapore tax authorities issued an e-Tax
guide on the General Anti-avoidance Provision. In this issue,
we share its application and the purpose of eﬀecting tax
avoidance. Against a backdrop of increasing global tax
scrutiny, these guidelines serve to be less forgiving to those
who seek to bend the rules.
On a high note, Nexia TS has recently won the
much-acclaimed Innovation Award, conferred under the
Business Excellence Awards as part of the Singapore
Accountancy Awards 2016. Winning this award was a
signiﬁcant milestone for our ﬁrm for it demonstrates our
commitment to build an innovative culture.

Once again, I sincerely thank you for your continuous support.

Henry Tan
Managing Director, Nexia TS
henrytan@nexiats.com.sg
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Lastly, in view of Brexit, Smith and Willamson, our
shareholder, has shared some potential tax issues that will
arise from the UK’s vote to leave the EU. Find out more on
some of the potential implications for the UK tax system of
possible changes.

NTS Myanmar Co Ltd

Executive Feature: Ng Whye Hoe
Pet Lovers Centre Pte Ltd

About Pet Lovers Centre
Pet Lovers Centre (PLC) is a home-grown pet retail and
service chain that was founded in 1973 as a family hobby
business. The company only rapidly grew since the second
generation of the Ng family took over in 1995. Since then,
they have expanded to Malaysia and eventually to Asia.
To date, it is the largest pet chain store within Singapore and
Malaysia.
A pioneer in the pet food and accessory retail industry in
Singapore, PLC is a household name today, known for its
ability to oﬀer its customers the widest and freshest range,
coupled with prompt and warm service.

What challenges did you face when you
took over the leadership? How did you
turnaround a loss-generating family
business to what it is today?

Keong joined in 2011 to provide supporting roles in ﬁnance
and human resources as the company expanded. I am
grateful for my family, including my mother and the shareholders’ support even though there was some resistance to
opening up one store after another. However, they have
always trusted my vision, and for that, I’m grateful.
We started implementing what seemed to be an endless
stream of ideas to propel our company further. For a start,
we produced our own fresh pet food marketed under the
“Burp!” house brand, which is delivered directly from the
factories. To ensure that the quality of the pet food is of the
highest quality, I personally tasted it myself.
To quote another example, The Pet Safari, a thematic store
was launched to bring in vets, groomers, breeders, products
and services under one roof where customers can shop with
their pets. On top of that, all Pet Lovers Centre stores are
staﬀed with consultants who have veterinary experience to
oﬀer professional advice to customers.

The company was battered with ﬁnancial and operational
challenges when my friend and I took over the reins of the
business in 1995. On my oﬃcial ﬁrst day, I backed my van up
against the wall! What a day to start my ﬁrst day. Despite my
lack of experience, I made it up with a ferocious positive
spirit – on top of being a delivery driver, I also took on the
roles of being a store assistant, cashier and director at the
same time. Although we were mentally and physically tired,
we persevered through and focused on the long-term
growth of our company.
Together, with the combined eﬀorts of my brothers, the
company began to turn around gradually. In 2003, Whye Tye
(David) stepped in as Chief Executive, implementing proper
corporate management and an eﬃcient IT system. Whye

The Pet Safari
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Today, Pet Lovers Centre is now a
household brand name. What do you think
contributed most to the tremendous
marketing success?
Behind the scenes, my team and I have worked hard to make
Pet Lovers Centre a franchisable brand. Our model is very
scalable from 500 square feet all the way to 20,000 square
feet. Thus, we’re able to adapt to diﬀerent markets and
environments to compete eﬀectively. It turned out to be an
advantageous move, particularly in the Thailand market.
Thailand is a nation of dog lovers, and the market is bigger
than Singapore and Malaysia combined. Despite
communication and cultural barriers, we decided to launch
the ﬁrst of many Pet Lovers Centres there. Through my
brother, David’s contacts, we managed to appoint a
trustworthy franchisee. Ultimately, it was good teamwork
that was critical to the success of our brand. It’s amazing
how my brothers and I complement and synergise each
other – that’s something I always never fail to remind my
mother on how her three sons have diﬀerent but
complementary talents for this business.
The result of our seemingly ambitious expansion is evident
with a strong presence of 95 stores spread across Malaysia,
Singapore, Bangkok, Brunei and Vietnam. Pet Lovers Centre
has also clinched multiple awards such as the “Global PETS
Award 2013” in Prague; we were the ﬁrst Asian retailer to
win this prestigious award, which is considered the highest
honour in the pet industry.

“Ultimately, it was good teamwork that
was critical to the success of our brand.”

Pet Lovers Centre scored many “firsts” in
product innovation, from the first to sell
nutritional supplements for pets to the first
to supply dry dog food to Singapore’s
police and army dog units and more –
what did you think are the driving factors
for launching successful product
innovations?
We attribute our success to our innovative culture which
enables us to be dynamic, and allows us to constantly
generate new ideas. We also think that our unwavering
refusal to compromise on quality played a part. I even go to
the extent of personally tasting the pet food myself. It goes
without saying that the underlying factors of proper
corporate management, eﬀective operating IT systems,
ﬁnance and human resources have to be present before
successful product innovations can take place.

To date, Pet Lovers Centre is the largest
pet chain store within Singapore and
Malaysia, with stores in Bangkok, Brunei
and Vietnam as well. Could you share
some insights into your key business
initiatives that contributed to your
expansion success?
Being faithful to our brand’s vision and mission to be Asia’s
preferred pet store, Pet Lovers Centre very naturally, looked
to Malaysia for expansion. Swedish furniture retailer, IKEA,
even invited Pet Lovers Centre to be part of its tenancy at the
brand’s ﬁrst owned Ikano mall in Kuala Lumpur. We seized
this opportunity and made the decision to enter the
Malaysian market. Although it was tough for the ﬁrst 4 to 5
years, but on hindsight, it’s deﬁnitely rewarding.
The reason for the brand’s success in Malaysia and Thailand
as compared to other Singapore brands is simple, we learnt
it the hard way that it is crucial to always be strong in our
home ground ﬁrst. If you want to penetrate into another
country yourself, you’ve got to put the best team forward.
Pet Lovers Centre franchises its brand in Thailand, tapping on
the expertise and know-how of local Thai partners, as they
know what works best there in terms of consumer and
cultural diﬀerences. For example, the Thai market has
diﬀerent preferences in digital marketing platforms.
If you win in branding, you not only win market share, but
you also win mind share. In order to achieve top-of-mind
awareness with our consumers, a key strategy is to locate
our stores in shopping malls. With increasing consciousness
on the realities of the pet breeding industry and responsible
pet ownership, the brand is increasingly showing its

Burp!, Pet Lovers Centre house-brand
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solidarity towards corporate social responsibility. Pet Lovers
Centre has schemes to encourage Singaporeans to adopt,
rather than buy. We even go one step further, and are an
active participant in philanthropic work through the Pet
Lovers Foundation.
Pet Lovers Centre is also hard at work, protecting its brands
and trademarks through the consistent and coherent
application and enforcement of our corporate and brand
identity standards.

“If you win in branding, you not only win
market share, but you also win mind
share.”
Can you share with us 3 key qualities or
character traits that you think potential
leaders should possess?
The three key qualities or traits that potential leaders should
possess are being intrepid, envision boldly, lastly, persevering
and focusing on the long-term objectives. Always see the
bigger picture of the company and use it as an inspiration to
work harder and better.

What do you find most challenging in your
line of business? Can you share with us
some examples?
We had to tackle the manpower crunch as it posed human
resources challenges. At the same time, the push towards
higher productivity has aﬀorded us great strides when it
comes to scaling up with the help of technology. As an
example of an exciting market condition, through the years,
we observed the evolution of pet care and how pet owners
correspondingly embrace this change, whilst we are the
purveyors of this evolution.

What do you think will change about the
business over the next 5 years? How would
you respond to the changes?
I see us being a household name for pet products and
services, not just in Singapore but across Asia. Pet Lovers
Centre remains steadfast to achieve its vision of being Asia’s
preferred pet store, fortifying its Malaysia presence while
steadily building up stores in Thailand.

Given your vast experience, what advice
would you give to entrepreneurs?
Starting up is always diﬃcult, but never give up and keep
believing in your business and vision. There is always a way if
you think hard enough.

How do people describe the Pet Lovers
Centre work culture?
Our work culture is characterised by diligence, great
teamwork and a positive attitude that empowers us to
persevere until we always ﬁnd a solution for everything. Our
core values are also important as they are weaved into the
way we work which are Integrity, Professionalism,
Eﬀectiveness, Team Work & Service.

How do you see technology changing the
business environment, and how do you
see leaders such as yourself driving that
change?
The company is diversifying its brand engagement to reach
out to all our customers. We approach potential customers
in a multi-faceted way, from digital and social media to
precision marketing, which is a way of harnessing our
customer algorithms. Also, the push towards higher
productivity has aﬀorded us great strides when it comes to
scaling up with the help of technology.

Interviewed by:
Ms Grace Lui
Head
Marketing Communications
gracelui@nexiats.com.sg
Mr Daniel Chen
Manager
Marketing Communications
danielchen@nexiats.com.sg

Removing the Fences
Singapore General Anti-avoidance Provisions

This article is authored by Lam Fong Kiew (Head of Tax, Nexia TS)

On 11th July 2016, the Singapore tax authorities issued an
e-Tax guide on the General Anti-avoidance Provision and its
application.
The guide essentially sets out the Singapore tax authorities’
approach to the construction and application of the general
anti-avoidance provisions promulgated in Section 33 of the
Singapore Income Tax Act and illustrates by way of speciﬁc
examples the types of arrangements that the authorities
regard as having the purpose of eﬀecting tax avoidance
within the meaning of the Section. The guidelines and
accompanying examples in the guide are not meant to be
exhaustive.
The examples in the guide focus on certain selected
scenarios – circular ﬂow or round-tripping of funds, the
setting up of more than one entity for the sole purpose of
obtaining a tax advantage, changing business forms for the
sole purpose of obtaining a tax advantage and attribution of
income that is not aligned with economic reality.
Nevertheless, it makes expressly clear that arrangements not
discussed or described should not be taken as falling outside
the ambit of Section 33. The guide does not cover
arrangements that form the subject of speciﬁc
anti-avoidance provisions in the Singapore Income Tax Act
and/or that involve evasion of tax.
Section 33(1) essentially grants powers to the Singapore tax
authorities to disregard or vary arrangements that directly or
indirectly:
a) Alter the incidence of any tax which is payable by or which
would otherwise have been payable by any person;
b) Relieve any person from any liability to pay tax or to make
a return; or
c) Reduce or avoid any liability imposed or which would
otherwise have been imposed on any person.

In drafting the guide, the Singapore tax authorities have
essentially adopted the principles outlined by the case of CIT
v AQQ (2014) SGCA 15. Indeed the structure of Section 33 is
based on the “scheme and purpose” approach that formed
the basis of the Court of Appeal’s ruling in the AQQ case.
The approach can essentially be delineated into three steps.
The ﬁrst step is to essentially establish whether an
arrangement falls within any of the three limbs mentioned
above. This is an objective test based on the observable acts
surrounding the arrangement itself to determine if there has
on prima facie been any tax advantage derived.
If so, the second step entails ascertaining whether the
taxpayer can avail himself of the statutory exception granted
under Section 33(3)(b). This entails considering any
subjective commercial motives and consequences that the
taxpayer had for entering into such a scheme. In particular,
due regard is given by the relevant Section to bona ﬁde
commercial transactions which do not have as one of its
main purposes the avoidance or reduction of tax.
In the event that the taxpayer cannot seek protection under
Section 33(3)(b), the third and ﬁnal step involves ascertaining
whether the tax advantage arose from the use of a speciﬁc
provision “within the intended scope and Parliament’s
contemplation”. In that regard, a general anti-avoidance
provision should not be read as “overriding” any speciﬁc
provision of the legislation or vice versa. Among the factors
that should be given consideration in determining whether a
tax avoidance arrangement exists include the manner in
which the arrangement was carried out, the role of all
relevant parties and any relationship they may have with the
taxpayer, the economic and commercial eﬀect of documents
and transactions, the duration of the engagement and the
nature and extent of the ﬁnancial consequences that the
arrangement has for the taxpayer. It is said that a classic
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indicator of a use that is “outside parliamentary
contemplation” is the structuring of an arrangement such
that a taxpayer gains the beneﬁt of the speciﬁc provision in
an artiﬁcial or contrived way.
Overall, the guide appears to be an eﬀort by the Singapore
tax authorities to communicate their perspective on the
construction and application of the anti-avoidance provisions
that are already enshrined in the legislation, underpinned
ﬁrmly by the principles extolled from the AQQ case. The
authorities may update the guide with new guidelines and
new examples of arrangements, where necessary. In a
broader sense, this is perhaps unsurprising and possibly
timely given the clear imperative of combating harmful tax
practices as one of the action points being implemented
under the Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting (BEPS) initiative by
the OECD. Other countries in the region have also been
steadily jumping on the anti-avoidance bandwagon in recent
years. China’s State Administration of Taxation issued its
administrative measures on the General Anti-Avoidance Rule
(GAAR) in late 2014 with the measures having come into
eﬀect in early 2015. India’s Central Board of Direct Taxes too
has tabled its GAAR which is currently awaiting
implementation in 2017/18 ﬁnancial year. Against a backdrop
of increasing global tax scrutiny, the release of these
guidelines by Singapore tax authorities points to a worldwide
tax environment that is becoming increasingly complex and
less forgiving to those who seek to bend the rules.

CONTACTS
For more information, please contact:
Ms Lam Fong Kiew
Head of Tax
lamfongkiew@nexiats.com.sg

Case Study

Adopting the Innovative Mindset for Building Corporate Innovative Capabilities
This article is authored by Henry Tan (Managing Director, Nexia TS)

Over the past few decades, innovation has become an
exciting new buzzword for entrepreneurs and veteran
business leaders alike – throughout the course of history,
businesses rise and fall, and many are set apart by how well
they adapt and exploit new opportunities to achieve that
margin. As Michael Porter puts it, “Innovation has become
perhaps the most important source of competitive
advantage in advanced economies.”¹ An innovation is any
development that creates positive change, and it could be as
big as new product launches or smaller scale process
improvements.
In this article, Nexia TS shares its perspectives on the
components that make corporate innovation work.

Innovation is more about mindset than
skillsets
As innovation is a complex, organisation-wide endeavour, it
can consume quite a fair bit of organisational resources,
time, and it deﬁnitely is a collective eﬀort from many
stakeholders. Peter Drucker, the great pioneer of
management, provides a comprehensive summary in his
classic article The Discipline of Innovation: “In innovation,
there is talent, there is ingenuity, and there is knowledge.
But when it is said and done, what innovation requires is
hard, focused, purposeful work.”² He identiﬁed that
innovation requires a fervent dedication to making it work
(and that includes not giving up easily after initial setbacks or
failures), believing in the leadership’s vision and depending
on the right people with the passion to propel the company
to greater heights. However, do all innovations have to be big
in order to make an impact?

Small beginnings, big results
Zeroing in on small innovations can lead to big
breakthroughs. After all, as far as productivity is concerned,
we are all striving to achieve more with less. Instead of
becoming obsessed with large-scale innovative projects, we
should constantly reinvent ourselves to improve in areas
such as organisational structure, our products or services
and even communications. We have to ask ourselves how we
can achieve more with less.
It is always tempting to try to capture some grand solution in
one leap. While that can happen, more often than not, the
best solutions do not necessarily have to be big. Even if the
initial results are modest, you could use the new ﬁndings to
ﬁne-tune existing process or even set new business
standards. Going small doesn’t mean you can’t go big - it
only means that when you ﬁnally do get big, there is a good
chance for it to become remarkably big.

Case Study: The Productivity Challenge
In any given day, data, whether structured or unstructured,
course through the veins of an organisation, at times
haphazardly. What is needed is a form of clearly-deﬁned,
systematic order that provides a framework of structure and
regulation to make sense of all these information with the
objectives to maximise productivity by reducing the volume
of manual operations, improving service level to both clients
and internal business units, achieving a quicker service lead
time, etc amongst many other operational eﬃciency
improvement objectives.
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The Solution: Workflow Improvements
Through Technological Innovation
For this purpose, Nexia TS has put in place an integrated
online system, the Practice Management System (PMS), to
centrally manage such information in its innovation project.
Functioning as the information nerve centre whereby key
operational workﬂows are linked seamlessly, the PMS
approach is an interactive workﬂow-driven system that aims
to achieve key business objectives through a centralised
platform to improve external customer relationships and
internal collaborations by automating tasks and activities.
Work processes are also streamlined, thus shortening the
business process cycle. As a result, individual staﬀ’s
productivity is raised.
The amount of manual tasks required has decreased due to
the technological improvements put in place by the system.
Information is more readily available, increasing eﬃciency
and eﬀectiveness of workﬂow. Further to the consolidation
of common databases, the ﬁrm has managed to provide a
more customised level of service to each client as the
information is now centrally-managed and easily accessible
to the relevant individuals.
The architecture style follows a Service-Oriented Approach
(SOA) with the end user’s operation requirements in mind.
The focus is in transforming common services into a set of
linked services – preferably repeatable operation tasks. Such
a methodology deﬁnes the building of services with agility
using distributed systems that have tight operation
interactions between business/operation and technology
model.
Through the deployment of the PMS platform, the ﬁrm has
developed the following capabilities as a result of the
implementation:
• Quicker and Easier Geographical Expansion
• Increased Productivity
• Improved Service Level
• Staying on top of innovation and change

Encourage a culture of learning
Besides having a clear innovation strategy, at the end of the
day, the “software” is as important as the “hardware”. In this
sense, building an innovative culture is as equally as
important as the technological platform and this means
on-going process improvements and active staﬀ involvement
from all levels.
As organisations learn and grow from their past failures and
advancements, the resources, time and energy poured into
improving the business begins to make real progress only
when a certain degree of failure (a somewhat necessary part
of growth) is tolerated. This plays an important part of
encouraging innovation by operating in a clear but ﬂexible
framework that understands failure as probable steps in the
organisational learning process. Therefore, the required
behavioural change to ﬁrst transform into a learning
organisation has to be set in motion in order to further boost
the organisation to achieve innovative improvements or even
breakthroughs in the long run.

Reaching Us
Nexia TS has recently won the much-acclaimed Innovation
Award, conferred under the Business Excellence Awards as
part of the Singapore Accountancy Awards 2016.
If you are contemplating to embark on transforming your
business workﬂow or would like a private discussion with
like-minded peers on corporate innovation, feel free to get in
touch with us.

CONTACTS
For more information, please contact:
Mr Henry Tan
Managing Director
henrytan@nexiats.com.sg

Article References
¹ Michael Porter and Scott Stern, “National Innovative Capacity,” in The World Economic Forum Global Competitiveness Report (2002).
² https://hbr.org/2002/08/the-discipline-of-innovation

Brexit

Potential Tax Issues Arising from the UK’s Vote to Leave the EU
This article is extracted from Smith & Williamson (updated September 2016)

This document summarises some of the potential implications for the UK tax system of possible changes following the vote on 23
June to leave the EU. Some possible practical tax implications are also noted, though this is not intended to be a comprehensive
note of all possible tax implications. Please get in touch with a member of the Smith & Williamson tax team for further discussion of
the possible tax implications of the outcome for you and your business interests.

Direct Tax Issues

Supremacy of EU/EEA law
over UK law

Current Position

Future Downgrade Membership
to one of EEA and not full
EU Membership

Exit EU Altogether

EU law takes precedence over
UK law. Any UK law which
introduces EU law must be
interpreted in the light of the
wording of EU law.

EEA agreement only provides
for a system that promotes the
implementation of EU law into
EEA law. While there is no
direct permission to rely on
EEA law when national law
conﬂicts with it, EEA members
are obliged to consider EEA law
(whether implemented in
national law or not) when
interpreting national law.
However, the UK could still be
liable if it had not fully
implemented EEA law.

The UK would not be subject to
the constraints of EU/EEA law,
though such law may be taken
into account. EU law would
probably still be relevant for
disputes relating to the periods
prior to the UK’s exit.

There is recourse to EU Courts
(CJEU) to challenge the
application of national law by
other member states.

Recourse would be available to
the EFTA Court to challenge the
application of national law by
other EEA member states.

There would be no recourse to
EU/EFTA courts should the UK
ﬁnd that other EEA country
rules had an adverse impact on
the UK in an unfair manner.
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Direct Tax Issues

Impact of EU/EEA Law on
Direct Tax

Current Position

Future Downgrade Membership
to one of EEA and not full
EU Membership

Exit EU Altogether

Four fundamental freedoms
have inﬂuence on direct tax:
free movement of goods,
services, persons and capital.
Most relevant provisions are:

Similar principles to those
applicable for EU law apply to
EEA law.

There would be no
requirement to comply with EU
law. However the UK would
probably be required to
comply with World Trade
Organisation rules (see below).

Freedom of establishment, free
movement of capital,
non-discrimination and
restriction on state aid.

EU Directives:
• Merger

Seeks to ensure cross border
intra-EU company
reorganisations within scope
are tax neutral. Company
needs to have:
• Appropriate legal form
• EU ﬁscal residence
• Be subject to one of the
directives’ prescribed taxes
There are other requirements.
Exit taxes are not prohibited by
the mergers directive, but a
choice of immediate or
deferred payment must be
oﬀered.

EU Directives:
• Royalties and Interest

Where conditions are met, the
directive eliminates
withholding taxes on cross
border intra-EU interest and
royalty transactions

There may be some scope for
the UK to widen its tax
incentives to SMEs without the
constraints imposed by State
Aid Rules.
It may be possible for the UK to
achieve the advantages of the
merger directive as a member
of the EEA (or EFTA) provided
the other state has tax neutral
re-organisation provisions for
purely domestic exchanges of
shares, and that this does not
give rise to taxation of
unrealised capital gains and
tax-free reserves.

The EU/EEA requirements of
the mergers directive and
principles on exit taxes would
no longer be mandatory.
The UK may wish to keep some
or all of these principles in
eﬀect to continue to make
location in the UK attractive to
business, though application is
likely to depend on double tax
treaties.

Regarding exit taxes, it is likely
that a choice of immediate or
deferred payment would be
required to be oﬀered to
comply with the EEA
agreement, subject to the local
law of the relevant jurisdiction.
All cross border intra EEA
payments of interest and
royalties would be outside the
scope of the directive, and
would not be protected by
fundamental freedoms of the
EEA agreement.
Obligations on withholding tax
would depend on double tax
treaties.

The interest and royalties
directive would not apply.
Obligations on withholding tax
would depend on double tax
treaties.
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Direct Tax Issues
Current Position

EU Directives:
• Royalties and Interest
(Continued)

EU Directives:
• Capital Duties

Exit EU Altogether

In the absence of speciﬁc
post-Brexit arrangements, any
EU Member State could
reintroduce withholding tax for
interest payments by its own
resident companies to group
companies resident in the UK.
In such case, the only way for
the UK to maintain (from the
viewpoint of group companies)
the attractiveness of exclusive
taxation would be to grant a
unilateral exemption for
incoming foreign interest
payments.
Where conditions are met, this
prevents EU member states
charging indirect tax on
companies raising capital.
As a result of this directive
HMRC no longer seeks to
impose the 1.5% SDRT on
issues of shares and securities
to depository receipt issuers
and clearance services in
certain circumstances.

Social Security Agreements

Future Downgrade Membership
to one of EEA and not full
EU Membership

The EU is a signatory to the EU
social security agreements
which means workers who
move within the EU are only
subject to social security of one
current position.

The capital duties directive
would not apply.

The capital duties directive
would not apply.

Subject to complying with the
principle of freedom of
movement of capital the UK
could re-impose the 1.5% SDRT
that it currently does not
impose.

Subject to complying with WTO
principles the UK could
re-impose the 1.5% SDRT that
it currently does not impose.

EU social security agreements
apply to EEA member states.

Other non-EU countries have
signed the EU social security
agreement as a non-member
(Switzerland has done this), so
the UK may wish to apply for
this should it leave the EU
altogether.

http://ec.europa.eu/social/mai
n.jsp?catld=867

A Bilateral Treaty with the EU
A fourth scenario, not covered above, is the possibility of the UK negotiating a bilateral treaty with the EU in a similar fashion to
those negotiated by Canada and Switzerland. However, the tax issues from such a bilateral treaty would depend on the terms of the
treaty. The examples of Canada and Switzerland appear to indicate that EU rules would need to be adopted in exchange for market
access, so that tax issues in relation to areas covered by such a treaty might be similar in some ways to the position of an EEA
country.
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World Trade Organisation (WTO) rules
Summary of WTO rules that could apply to inﬂuence how the UK applies tax measures were it to leave the EU/EEA:
• GATT (General Agreement on Tariﬀs and Trade):
i. Most Favoured Nation (MFN) treatment - so that there is no discrimination between trading partners’ goods; and
ii. National Treatment (NT) so that domestic taxes and charges should not be applied so as to aﬀord protection
to domestic production
• TRIMs (Trade Related Investment Measures applies to trade in goods only) - prohibits WTO members from applying any TRIM
that is inconsistent with NT and the general elimination of qualitative restrictions on GATT
• Agreement on subsides and counter-vailing measures divides (SCM) subsides into prohibited and permissible subsidies
• GATS - General Agreement on Trade in Services - embodies the principles of MFN and NT for services
• TPRM - Trade Policy Review Mechanism is a system promoting transparency to help ensure countries apply the other
aspects of WTO rules
Application of these WTO rules in relation to tax may be aﬀected by double tax agreements and whether tax systems of the UK or
other jurisdictions are capital export neutral or capital import neutral.

Practical Implications - Direct Tax
• Cross border reorganisations: Some businesses may seek to relocate certain business operations to or from the UK. Any such
reorganisations may increase the tax risks faced by a business as a result of the focus on BEPS resulting in possible increased
complexity to the practical application of a reorganisation. Certain tax free or tax deferred arrangements currently available for
business reorganisations within the EU may disappear.
• Cross border activities: The UK might be treated as a ‘third country’ from an EU perspective, with consequent implications for
businesses currently beneﬁting from the freedom of establishment rules as applied to arrangements set up cross border within
the EU
• Withholding tax issues: Although the UK has a comprehensive network of double tax treaties, not all provide for zero withholding
tax as currently applies on cross border intra EU interest and royalty payments as a result of the EU parent subsidiary directive.
• Renegotiation of social security arrangements with EU countries: Currently employees moving within the EU are only subject to
social security contributions from one of those countries. This arrangement would need to be renegotiated with the EU to
reinstate this practice.
• Potential freedom from EU state rules: There may be freedom from restrictions currently imposed by EU state aid rules to tax
incentives for certain business sectors. However, any ability to diverge from current practices would probably be inﬂuenced by the
type of trading and customs duty/tarrif agreements the UK might have with the EU.

Indirect Tax Issues (Value Added Tax - VAT)
The UK would almost certainly retain its VAT system in some form: the UK collected £111bn from VAT in 2014/15, around 23% of
total revenues.
However, the VAT regime is currently strictly governed by EU directives (as explained above), and the UK will be both required and
free to make changes to its VAT regime in the future. Changes will be needed to address the fact that in the near future the UK will
no longer be an EU member. For example, by deﬁnition ‘intra-community supplies’ will simply no longer exist for the UK. On the
other hand, the UK will be free to set its own rules. Realistically, this freedom will be restricted by practical considerations and
international agreements other than EU rules, but potential domestic changes would include the applicable VAT rates and
exemptions.
As we are expecting a negotiation period of at least two years before Brexit can be completed, immediate changes to the UK VAT
regime are unlikely. However, there will no doubt be many proposals, opinions and much speculation and we are aiming to update
you on the VAT developments on a monthly basis to support your business and help you prepare for these changes.
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Practical Implications of Any Change - Indirect Tax
• MOSS: The availability and operation of MOSS (Mini-One Stop Shop) for UK businesses operating in Europe and European
businesses operating in the UK may change.
• Potential additional burdens: If the UK is regarded as a third country as a result of being outside the EU, some EU countries may
require UK businesses operating in the EU to appoint a ﬁscal agent as a requirement for complying with local VAT rules. Other
features of the VAT regime, such as the tour operators’ margin scheme, are likely to change.
• Input tax recovery: There may need to be changes to the UK rules on whether input VAT is recoverable on exempt services
provided to customers located outside the UK.

Customs Duty
Customs duty is an EU tax imposed by EU regulations. Customs duty is charged on the import of all goods into the customs territory
of the EC when those goods are released for free circulation. It is charged on import and collected by the Member State into which
the goods are imported. In the UK customs receipts currently amount to around £3bn annually, around 0.6% of total revenues.
EFTA states are not part of the EU customs union, additional duties and tariﬀs may be applied by EFTA countries for goods imported
from outside their borders. EU countries are not permitted to set their own customs tariﬀs - this must be done only by EU-wide
agreement. http://www.conformance.co.uk/info/eea.php
However, EFTA members are required to comply with the principle of freedom of movement of goods.
http://www.efta.int/media/publications/fact-sheets/EEA-factsheets/GoodsFactSheet.pdf
On leaving the EU, EU customs duty would no longer apply. This would mean that the UK would lose revenue from collection of EU
customs duty. Customs duties would be charged on the export of goods from UK to the EU.
However, the UK would no doubt enter into some form of agreement with the EU (and if necessary the EEA) on customs duties. In
any case, it would no doubt be bound by WTO rules. Thus in practice Brexit may make little diﬀerence for customs duties, other
than require changes to compliance procedures.

Practical Implications of Change (Customs Duty)
• Administrative changes: If the UK left the Customs Union there could be change in paperwork and systems to cope with the UK’s
new status outside the Union. However, some countries currently outside the EU, such as Turkey and Andorra, are members of the
Customs Union.
• Changes in duties and tariﬀs: If the UK left the EU, changes in customs duties and tariﬀs may apply for both outbound and
inbound goods.
• Additional requirements: If the UK is not part of Customs Union, then there may be added requirements for applying rules of
origin to access tariﬀ free trade with the EU.

Glossary
EU - European Union: an economic and political union between 28 countries who are Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Republic of
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and the UK
EEA - European Economic Area: the EEA is an Internal Market governed by the same basic rules and is made up of the 28 EU
countries and Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway
EFTA - European Free Trade Association: an intergovernmental organisation set up for the promotion of free trade and economic
integration to the beneﬁt of its four Membre States: Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland. While Switzerland is neither an
EU nor EEA member, it can access the single market - so Swiss nationals have the same rights to live and work in the UK as other
EEA nationals
CJEU - The Court of Justice of the European Union
TFEU - Consolidated treaty on the functioning of the EU
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